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Abstract:  The study worked toward a better understanding of the culture of the selected geographically isolated and disadvantaged 

area population in Kabankalan City by using indigenous health practices with a particular interest in their knowledge about the subject, 

the different methods they use, and their reasons for predilection towards indigenous health practices. Fifteen residents from Barangay 

Locotan, Kabankalan City, Negros Occidental were selected using the non-probabilistic sampling approach, specifically purposive 

sampling, with complementary strategies of opportunistic sampling. The researchers used rapidly focused ethnography in consideration 

of the present pandemic to limit several interactions, follow protocols, and maintain overall safety among the researchers and 

participants. In addition, rapid ethnography is employed given the constrained course timeline, limited engagements, and difficulty of 

travel. Selected, specified, and focused on aspects of a field, multiple data collection techniques are applied to reinforce the conclusions 

obtained. These techniques included semi-structured, in-depth, and open-ended nature interviews, the observer-as-participant approach, 

and videography to thoroughly capture essential details. Participants exhibited a common frustration over the modern healthcare system. 

The participants claimed that indigenous health practices work if not the same but, in actuality, even better than what modernity offers. 

The participants' responses in the selected area of Locotan possess the common denominator that the primary source of healing and 

treatment, particularly in what the participants claim as non-emergent cases like cough, flu-like illnesses, and body pains, is indigenous 

health practice. 
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Modalities and systems of healing are constantly changing nowadays. The need for quality, available, and affordable health care is 

very rampant, especially in far-flung areas. High medical costs, for example, have become a national issue. Overmedication and access 

to healthcare services are aspects of the healthcare industry that have received attention. Universal health care has been discussed 

recently as a tool that will allow individuals of all socioeconomic statuses access to health care services. However, universal health care 

has generated a large amount of media controversy because of factors that influence individuals' health and healing behaviors of various 

roles within and outside the healthcare industry (Kovacsiss, 2013). Such factors include personal beliefs and values, ethnicity, decisional 

control preferences, previous health-related experience, perception of the decision-making process, and individual characteristics. 

Contextual factors included availability of caregiver, insurance, financial status, and geographical barrier (Tariman et al. 2012).  

These factors are usually seen in many individuals and families experiencing poverty in resource-poor settings where most of them 

live in remote and rural communities or urban slums, and they often have unstable income, lack of resources, and privilege in terms of 

health care. Those with a lower income and a higher education level were more likely to prefer the use of indigenous health practices 

in rural places. Apart from that, perceptions and attitude patterns have been extensively studied to understand better indigenous health 

practice preferences, particularly in chronically ill patients. Traditional/indigenous and modern/scientific knowledge are both valid 

resources of knowledge and should be seen as complementary rather than competing and mutually exclusive (Lejano, Berkes, Reager, 

2013). While science is focused on making logical deductions- or the search for general/causal but falsifiable explanations (Popper, 

1959), traditional or indigenous knowledge seeks to understand the meaning of experience (Sandelowski, 1991). 

This study will enlighten the researchers to conduct a relatively new under-researched rapid ethnographic approach to the discovery 

of vast cultures and traditions regarding the use of complementary and alternative medicine among the members of the population of 

the selected geographically isolated and disadvantaged areas (GIDA) in Kabankalan City to unfold the participant's hidden talents and 

have a better understanding of the cultural themes that emerged from the experiences of using indigenous health practices as part of our 

endeavors to become good doctors in the future. Thus, this study accessed the knowledge of the geographically isolated and 

disadvantaged areas of complementary and alternative medicine through interviews and participant observations and gained insights 

and understanding of cultural themes that emerged from this group who chose to practice indigenous health practices in GIDA.  
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II. METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1Respondents  

The study participants were the residents of Barangay Locotan, Kabankalan City, Negros Occidental. A total of 15 residents were 

interviewed. Three were males, and twelve were females, ranging from 40 to 74. The participants selected had varied socio-

demographics and backgrounds, roughly differing in age, sex, educational attainment, occupation, and belief/religion to fairly represent 

the isolated area of Locotan. The participants’ involvement in the study was entirely voluntary, and they were informed that they were 

free to discontinue or withdraw at any point in the data-gathering procedure. The information provided by the participants throughout 

the research paper will remain confidential. All gathered data would be appropriately disposed of after the publication of the study. 

 

3.2 Research Setting 
Kabankalan City is a coastal component city located in the southern part of the province of Negros Occidental. The city has a land 

area of 699.27 sq. km or 269.99 sq mi, with a population of 200,198 (PhilAtlas, 2020). Kabankalan City is politically divided into 32 

Barangays, where three barangays are under Geographically Isolated and Disadvantaged Areas (GIDA) by the Department of Health. 

Barangay Locotan is one of the barangays that belongs to the category GIDA and is classified as such due to physical and socio-

economic factors, including distance, weather conditions, transportation difficulties, high poverty incidence, presence of vulnerable 

sectors and communities in or recovering from the crisis of armed conflict (DOH, 2019). 

 

3.3 Research Instrument 

Multiple techniques of data collection are applied to reinforce conclusions in this study. Semi-structured, in-depth, and open-ended 

interviews were conducted using a topic guide containing questions relevant to the research inquiry. A translation of the topic guide to 

the location's vernacular dialect was provided for the participant's ease and comfort in expressing feelings (Roper and Shapira, 2000 

stated in Higginbottom et al., 2013). The technique of observer-as-participant was also applied to collect specific information in settings 

where active participation is not allowed. This is done by maintaining a professional distance that allows adequate observation and 

recording of data (Angrosino, 2007). In addition, strategies dependent on the use of tools, such as video and audio recording permit the 

collection of larger volumes of data in shorter amounts of time (Vindol-Padros, 2021). Digital recordings offer a heightened perspective 

of the data, particularly when multiple individuals interpret and analyze the data (Higginbottom et al., 2013). The interviews are tape-

recorded and then transcribed verbatim only when consent is provided.   

 

3.4Validity 

Guba's Four Criteria for Trustworthiness (Shenton, 2004) was used to ensure the validity of the research. The researchers will ensure 

the credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability of the study by making sure the study measures what it has meant to 

measure, and by providing sufficient detail of the context of the fieldwork so that future researchers may be able to decide whether the 

prevailing environment is similar to another situation, by establishing a good rapport with the participant, following ethical 

considerations, and giving a copy of the consents, interview questions, and transcripts to ensure honesty and transparency among 

informants, by enabling a future researcher to repeat the study, by taking steps to demonstrate that the findings that emerged were from 

the data collected and by member checking of data collected and interpretations or theories formed in which the researchers showed 

and confirmed the data extracted to the participants and continued to ask questions until no new information emerged. 

 

3.5 Data Collection Procedure 

The College approved the researchers of the Medicine department before conducting the interviews. The approval to conduct the 

research study was also obtained from the College of Medicine, and consent was asked from the respondents. The non-probabilistic 

sampling approach of purposive sampling, with complementary opportunistic sampling and solicitation strategies, was employed. The 

critical informants invited to participate have knowledge and experience, which is the interest of the study (Vindol-Padros, 2018). 

Participants would also act as referral agents during the interview to enable access to more participants that may have potential 

knowledge of the subject of inquiry. In addition, "cold call invitation" to individuals with relevant positions in the community refers to 

solicitation and is also employed in supplementation (Higginbottom, 2013).  

Data was collected and conducted in two ways utilizing semi-structured one-on-one interviews and observation strategies. This 

procedure consists of formal interviews, which were done in an unstructured manner where it is flexible to gather comprehensive 

information from the participants. The researchers took note of the location, features, and atmosphere of the interview setting. They 

also took field notes of the demographic location of the area. The interviews were recorded and transcribed using an electronic format 

via Microsoft Word. The transcripts are organized per question together with the participant's response and the additional questions and 

comments made by the interviewer. The researchers will also transform their rough field notes into a standardized form. Regular fonts 

or italic fonts will be used to distinguish the verbatim between them. The researchers will then develop clusters of meaning from these 

significant statements into themes. 

 

3.6 Data Analysis Procedure  

The researchers analyzed the data in the study by using Padros' step-by-step approach for focused ethnography (2021). Following 

the in-depth interviews with the participants, the data gathered by the researchers were interpreted and validated. The analysis began 

with transcribing the recorded interviews into full context transcripts. The interview transcripts were analyzed using thematic analysis 

to identify and classify data, progressing to abstract generalizations and explanations of themes or patterns. Throughout the study, the 

researchers critically reflected on the data at hand and the research. 
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3.7 Ethical Considerations 

To protect the participant's identity and ethical considerations, namely; the respect for autonomy and dignity of persons, social 

responsibility & beneficence, confidentiality, anonymity, freedom from exploitation, and the efforts and competency of the researchers 

were included. Permission was obtained from all participants who volunteered to join the study. The researchers obtain formal approval 

from the local government and health authorities. A reliable guide or critical person must be identified to help introduce the community 

and guide how rapport must be built. The researchers also provided a token of appreciation for the time given by the participants by 

sharing their knowledge and skills. Moreover, due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the researchers also followed the protocols for health and 

safety set by the IATF and local health offices to ensure the safety of all people involved. Standard measures like wearing a mask for 

both researchers and participants, maintaining at least a three feet distance, limiting physical contact, and proper handwashing or hand 

sanitation must be practiced if the situation calls for it. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This paper was guided by its purpose: to learn from and look into the experiences and methods of traditional healing practices in a 

selected geographically isolated and disadvantaged area in Kabankalan City, specifically the residents of Barangay Locotan. This section 

presents the results as follows. 

 

4.1 Participant Profile 

A total of fifteen respondents were approached and asked to be interviewed. The background data of the respondents include their 

pseudonyms, age, sex, and city address is shown in. The respondents were subjected to one-on-one in-depth interviews with the 

researchers to discuss their experiences with alternative and modern forms of medicine. 

 

4.2 Demographic Information 

Individuals that reside in Brgy. Locotan were selected to participate in the study because they possess the qualities of an indigenous 

health practices user or clinician. The group included two classes of participants: Indigenous health practitioners and users. The 

participants were classified as between the ages of 40 and 74, and are known to use indigenous health practices. The setting for this 

study is within the quarters of the participants in Brgy. Locotan, with a researcher assigned as the interviewer.  Eight residents were 

accustomed to but currently are not or seldomly practice IHP among the fifteen interviewees. One practices traditional healing through 

faith and possesses clairvoyance—another one that heals people through hilot and pag- botbot. In addition, there were four traditional 

birth attendants or paltera. Two of the four paltera also practice pag-botbot and tawas. Only one among all was an avid user of herbal 

remedies. 

 

4.3 Health Profile 

As a Geographically Isolated and Disadvantaged Area, the citizens of Brgy. Locotan, Kabankalan City has minimal access to health 

care. According to the criteria for classification as GIDA established by the DOH, Brgy. Locotan may have at least 25% of sitios and 

puroks that have no access to RHU nor a hospital within 60 minutes of travel in any form of transport. A midwife is assigned to run the 

barangay health station, and cater to the health care needs of Brgy. Locotan’s 5,467 population. The Barangay Health Unit as established 

by the programs of the DOH conducts routine immunization for infants/children/women through the Reaching Every Barangay Strategy 

(REB). This is in line with the goal of the GIDA program which is for the betterment of health service, delivery, and health outcomes 

for the residents in GIDA.  

 

4.4 Coding Process 

The data collection process and analysis are conditions of ethnography that were ongoing throughout the study that allowed themes 

to emerge which answered the three research questions through the actions and words of the participants. During the analysis of the 

data, a series of coding cycles of the text several strategies were used to filter the relevant information to form categories and then 

themes (Fetterman, 2010; Wolcott, 1990, 1994). In other words, several stages were used to go from taking codes from the raw text to 

the final stages in which the codes led to categories and then themes. The researchers narrowed down their collected data into small 

chunks. During the interview, the researchers recorded the meeting and transcribed the data collected using an electronic format via 

Microsoft Word. The transcripts were organized per question together with the participant's response and the additional questions and 

comments made by the interviewer. Regular fonts or italic fonts will be used to distinguish the verbatim between them. The researchers 

will then develop clusters of meaning from these significant statements into themes. 
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4.5 The Development of Cultural Themes 

 

4.5.1Characters  
table 1. summary of the characters and their roles 

 

4.5.1.1 Indigenous Health Practitioner 

 

"Surhano" 

 The participant performs "pakot" or clairvoyance with his customers by sending him the names of the patients who need healing 

from various illnesses, evil spirits, mythical environmental spirits, or witch's curses. He also performs healing by using herbal medicines 

with the aid of his so-called magical stone that guides him in choosing different ingredients in his concoction. He would claim that "that 

ingredient" is effective if the stone would remain standing after he recites his prayer and asks the stone itself. If it falls, the proposed 

method will not work, or he will not be guided by the divine.  

 

"Manug-hilot"  

The participant performed hilot with one of our co-participant observers to relieve her back pain. She pointed out that her treatment 

may or may not work unless the one being treated believes. She started performing hilot by applying ointment (efficascent oil) on the 

back of our co-participant observer. After applying the ointment, she massaged our co-participant observer's back and stretched her 

arms out. She then massaged her left shoulder, saying she had "sikmat" because her shoulders were too stiff, and her muscle popped 

whenever she applied pressure. After the massage, our co-participant observer felt relief in her back. 

 

"Manug botbot"  

A participant followed the woman's advice in her vision and healed her husband through the practice of "botbot." After that, she 

became the talk of the town, and later on, she was visited by sick people to ask her to heal them. She also stated that she does not like 

this work as it requires her to go out of the house, and people disturb her at the most inconvenient times. When asked about her method 

of "botbot," she stated she uses different objects. One time she only used water boiled in frankincense or "kamangyan" and wrapped it 

on leaves, then put it on the swelling eye and face of the patient. Later on, she poured the water into a clean basin and saw that it was 

full of strange objects that were not there before. These objects could vary, mostly dirt, sand, hair, black liquid, and even teeth. The 

objects were believed to be the ones that cause the pain and swelling, brought by a curse of a supernatural element that the patient may 

have disturbed or done wrong. She uses crushed ginger wrapped in "buyo" or a large leaf for other body parts. Before "mang botbot," 

she recites a prayer that the woman in her vision taught her but claimed there are some teachings that she does not follow simply 

because she does not accept and does not want this kind of job. 

"Paltera"  

A "paltera" said that she would know the fetal age and position by examining the external abdomen using both hands. She added 

that it is easier to check for the fetus' position by searching for the heartbeat and the head of the fetus. She offers bananas (any kind) to 

her pregnant patient for labor contractions to lessen the pain. She also applies "Lana" externally to the skin of the womb. To prevent 

miscarriage, she offers a drink consisting of boiled tundal leaves and "nunang" wood. For early-term pregnancy, she massages ("batak") 

Roles Description Pseudonyms 

Indigenous Health Practitioner (IHP) 

Surhano Also known as “albularyo”, may be referred to as the "general 

practitioner," who is knowledgeable in most of the folkloric modalities, 

such as lore, rituals, prayers, “bulong”, and “orasyon”, especially versed 

in the use of medicinal herbs. 

Dave 

Manug-botbot A person or a known wizard who draws out or pretends to extract an 

alleged splinter, stone, worms, sand, dust, etc. from a sick person’s body 

that is performed during a ritual.  

Tina 

Manug-hilot The practitioner of Hilot is usually self-taught or non-formally trained 

by another manghihilot by Hilot principles. 

Sofia 

Paltera a person, who assists during childbirth by palpating the abdomen of a 

pregnant woman, can know the exact time when the woman is going to 

deliver. During delivery, she forcefully pushes the uterine fundus until all 

the products of conception are out, ie, the infant, placenta, and any 

fingerlike projection of the placenta which may cause death when retained. 

Her responsibilities include catching the infant as it is delivered, and 

expressing whether she thinks there is some aring that has been retained. 

She also cuts the umbilical cord, places the inulunan (placenta), bathes the 

infant, and washes the mother. 

Sofia, Amy, Alice 

Indigenous Health Practitioner Patients 

 The people who use, believe, experience, and patronize the indigenous 

treatment practitioner's treatment methods. 

Veronica, Pauline, 

Gail, Trish, Charles, 

Diane, Lily, Christine, 

Beth, Victor 
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the pregnant patient at her back and not directly at her abdomen. She manages nuchal cord cases during labor by pulling the placenta 

out to cut the cord around the baby's neck. 

 

4.5.1.2 Indigenous Health Practices User 

 

"Herbal believer" 

 An herbal devotee uses artamisa and oregano to alleviate cough and runny nose by getting the leaves and flaming them in a fire or 

a kerosene lamp, then sprinkling them with salt and rubbing them on the chest and back of someone who is sick. She does this 2-3x a 

day until the sickness is gone. She once used "kompre" for her ulcer, a type or part of tobacco where it is boiled and served as a substitute 

for water. "Kompre" is taken up 5x a day. In terms of body pain, she has a concocted liniment made from kerosene, ginger, a stem of 

manunggal, salt, garlic, and cobra seed. She rubs this concoction on her leg when she experiences pain and paresthesia due to frequent 

walking. She also uses cobra seeds combined with string beans and rice grains, then crushing them and rubbing them on the abdomen 

to treat a bloated stomach. She also uses cobra seeds to treat the stomach pain of humans or animals such as chickens or pigs by crushing 

the seeds, soaking them in water, and drinking them. She also uses cobra as a treatment for animal or insect bites. She once did this by 

simply applying a poultice to the wound with cobra leaf because her child was bitten by a dog in his hand and penis because of the 

belief that the cobra plant is a treatment for rabies. 

 

"Habitual client."  

Some participants habitually use complementary and alternative medicines, especially herbal products such as artamisa to alleviate 

fever, oregano, lampunaya for cough, and "balagon sang kamote" for wounds because they believe it can stop bleeding. They also 

engaged in several indigenous health practices such as “hilot”,  “rutay”, “batak”, “tawas”, “pabulong”, etc. They engage in "hilot" 

due to fractures "bali" with the use of homemade "lana" made from grated coconut meat, then soaking and squeezing the juice out, then 

boiling it in low fire until the oil comes out separating from its grayish, chunky waste. They sought the help of a faith healer, "pabulong” 

because they experienced knee fatigue, cold hands and feet, and unexplainable body pain or ailment, and they would be sometimes 

diagnosed with "tuyaw" brought by wandering souls in their area. 

 

4.5.2 Physical Environment 

Since the participants were based in the far-flung areas, the houses were generally less accessible, compact, made up of wood and 

bamboo, the floor mostly of soil and stone, and the vicinity of mostly riverbanks and sugarcane plantations. Although a few participants 

have homes made of concrete, sturdy, and with the cemented ground but whether in the lowlands or the highlands, what is common to 

the healers is a fervent religiosity, in the God or spirits guiding them in their healing practices, profusely infused with good doses of 

prayers, bulongs or orasyons, rituals and/or sacrificial offerings.  

 

4.5.3 Indigenous Health Practices 

 

4.5.3.1 In A Healer’s Healing Perspective 

 

How do they diagnose?  

“Una, kung amo na nga pamangkot ang inyo na i-pamangkot sa akon, ok gd na, number 1 ko na pag gamit sa pag pamulong, ang 

"mag lusod", pag-pangadi, prayer gyapon, kay wala ko ya ga gamit luy-a mo, ang ginagamit ko ya pamangkot paagi sa akon gina 

gamit na bato, abir ano ka man, pwede ko i-pang husisa; masakiton ka, talent mo kawatan ka, pwede ko magamit akon bato, kun diin 

ka na ga panago. Ika-duha, ubuson ko anay sambit ang ngalan sng Diyos bago ko mag bulong sa isa ka masakiton, indi ko basta nga 

mag bulong kun wala ko na ka pangimuyo.” – (Dave) (Firstly, if that’s the first question you’ll ask me, that’s okay. That’s the number 

one material I use in healing are prayers. Lots of prayers because I do not use ginger, I just open up a question to the miracle stone 

that I am using. I can use this to know if you have any disease, or if you are a thief, I can use this miracle stone to search your hideouts. 

Second, I will completely mention all the names of God before healing a sick person, I cannot heal someone if I haven’t prayed.) 

 

How do they treat it?  
Local ways of alternative healing are quite the opposite and surprisingly had been claimed to work and the modern system. Some 

of our participants played fundamental roles as community healers, and others have also given their fair share of experience from this 

healing method. 

 

table 2. summary of the indigenous healing practices 

Method Clinical 

Equivalent 

Description 

“Batak” External cephalic 

version procedure 

Palpation of the abdomen of a pregnant woman to know the exact time when the 

woman is going to deliver. During delivery, the paltera forcefully pushes the uterine fundus 

until all the products of conception are out, ie, the infant, placenta, and any fingerlike 

projection of the placenta which may cause death when retained. 

“Botbot” Detoxification To draw or pull out; to pretend to extract an alleged splinter, stone, etc. from a person’s 

body in superstitious practices. Ang babáylan, konó, nagbótbot sing bató, inágsap, 

biníklan, etc. sa batíis ni Fuláno. 
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“Bulong”  Cleansing Spiritual rituals that are integrated with bodywork include bulong (whispered prayers) 

and orasyon (recited or written prayers). 

 

“Hilot” 

Massages or 

Osteopathic 

manipulative 

therapy (OMT) 

Hilot is the art and science of the ancient Filipino healing traditions that are grounded 

on the concept of balance among the physical elements along with the mental, emotional, 

and spiritual aspects of a person. This practice includes the use of manipulations and 

massages that help in the prevention of disease and the restoration and maintenance of 

one’s health and well-being. Hilot also makes use of medicinal plants and bulong/orasyon 

(whispered or written prayers). 

 

“Batak” 

 The paltera manages nuchal cord cases during labor by pulling the placenta out to cut the cord around the baby's neck. As 

participant-observers, we were astonished by the stories and practices she shared with us. During her sharing, one of the observers felt 

this weird, intense energy from our surroundings that something or someone in a white form passed by her side. It may seem impossible 

to trust and believe, but it must be something from our human perspective. 

If the pregnant woman experiences postpartum relapse the paltera would do the following: “Ang himu-on mo kung nabughat siya… 

diba kung nabughat ka kalain sang mabatyagan mo, ga lingin ulo mo. Lubo-ubon mo na siya sang kahoy-kahoy, kuha ka sang tubig 

nga gin la-ga mo kag ipa inom sa iya, kag dason batakon mo na siya, halin sa ulo gid pakadto sa tiil, kag may lana man ko nga gina 

painom nga may kahoy-kahoy.”-(Amy). (What you do if a person has postpartum relapse is, if you remember, when you experience a 

relapse, your body will feel so bad, you will have headaches. You have to steam the botanicals, find water and boil it and let them drink 

it. Then you perform batak on them afterward from head to toe. I also let them drink the oil from the plants I use.)-(Amy). 

 

“Botbot” 

“Kay ang tawag nga botbot nga ina ya gamit ang dahon sang gabi. Imo na siya sang trapohan sa piyak kag piyak kag dason salaon 

ang tubig ka isa kag putson kag tuobon sang sini. Mag tuob ka gani e tongtong mo sa iya sakit to. Kag dason ibubo mo sa pingan kag 

pila ka minuto makita mo na kun ano iya unod. May ma kwa ka nga bato balas kag damo lang.”-(Amy). (When you say “botbot” it uses 

Taro leaves. You need to wipe both sides of the leaf then filter some water once then cover it. You need to boil it and then place it on 

the part where the disease is present. After a few minutes, you pour it onto a plate and you will see what it contains after a few minutes. 

You can get things like rocks, sand and many other things.) 

 

“Bulong” 

A faith healer performed his ritual by first lighting the candle, then he gets the stone from the table and putting it in front of him 

before the mug, and then doing the sign of the cross and reciting a Hiligaynon prayer because he said: 

“Indi ko man ina mapatindog kung indi ako makapangamuyo”. “maayo ka nga klase sing bato, kag naga seryoso kita, magtindog 

ka, indi mo ako pagbutang sa kahuy-anan kay gatraining doctor ini”.(Dave). (I will not be able to make it stand if I do not pray, (to the 

stone he says) you are a good stone, we are serious so stand and don’t humiliate me in front of these doctors in training.) 

He does this while dipping the stone in water and putting it on the convex part of his mug. Then the stone stands itself on top of the 

mug. He performs "pakot (guessing)" and "healing of any diseases" with the aid of his small, black, broken but covered with scotch 

tape, Mary mother of Christ figure, his small, round, yellowish-brown stone, his white, broken mug where he put his stone when he 

does his ritual, and his bottle of water with several stones, nails, sand and iron filings. The water is contained within a transparent, 

plastic 1.5L bottle of Coke.  

He also said: 

“Diri ko magpatindog ha, sa pinakataliwis sang bato indi sa alimpuduhan kay sala ina”. -(Dave). (I will make it stand here on the 

sharp portion of the stone and not on the flat side because it’s not proper.). 

He also said that he was the only one doing the healing practice in his family. As participant-observers, we are in awe of the ritual 

he made and his stories about how he does his healing practices. Despite these activities, he does not seek any payment or something in 

return, only in one's free will to give and gratefulness to him. We felt this weird, intense energy from our surroundings during the ritual. 

It may seem impossible to trust and believe, but somehow it must be something out of our hands. 

 

“Hilot” 

A well-known “manug-hilot” shared her skills in hilot by performing it on our fellow researcher who had problems with her back. 

The manug-hilot started performing hilot by applying ointment (efficascent oil with kahoy-kahoy) on the back of our co-participant 

observer. After applying the ointment, she massaged our co-participant observer's back and stretched her arms out. Then massaged her 

left shoulder, saying she had "sikmat" because her shoulders were too stiff, and her muscles popped whenever she applied pressure. 

After the massage, our co-participant observer felt relief in her back. 

 

Why do they treat?  

There’s just something about those relatively inspiring moments that you get once in a while after experiencing such an act of 

generosity, and not just the regular “giving” because you want to be a better human being. No, some moments will just line up perfectly, 

acts filled with passion in doing what you love or a form of gratitude to God, with the added benefit of actually making the world a 

better place. These moments come rarely and should be treasured at will. The participants shared quite similar experiences and had this 

to say: 
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“Sa akon pag inchindi, sa pag untat ko sang inom sa pito ka tuig, nakibot lang ko nga ga masakit ko, na pa-ayo ko akon kaugalingon 

sina na bato. Tungod, ka apat ko na gn haboy...ang last na pag haboy nag pa sipalad ko sang ina na bato gn balak ko gd sa tirador kag 

gn tiro da sa pispis baro, sa linaw mag tupa, pag abot sa mahal nga adlaw nag pa kita na ang bato, didto naman sa ibabaw. Pag abot 

di ang kwaresma, dira na ko na sang tao makita sa suba, na ga pa luto...paagi ka man litson o inasal, pa jamming-jamming da, daw 

gina blow out ko ang akon kaugalihon, pasalamat.”-(Dave). (In my understanding, when I stopped drinking for seven years, I was 

shocked that my sickness was gone. I healed myself through the stone. Because I have thrown it away four times already, I threw it at a 

“pispis baro” the last time I threw it. A few days later, the stone showed itself once again. When Holy Week comes, people will find me 

at the river, cooking pig or chicken, playing music, and celebrating in gratitude)-(Dave).  

 

Post-consultation instructions 

“Ano man dapat himuon kung may nabughat? Kung nadumduman mo sang nabughat ikaw, kalain gid ang mabatyagan sang imo 

lawas, masakit na permi imo ulo. Kinahanglan nimo i-lagaon ang mga herbal, kag iimnon, pagkatapos dira ta ikaw hiluton halin sa 

ulo pakadto sa dapa-dapa. Gina pa inom ko man sila sang duga sang sang herbal nga akon ginagamit” -Alice (What you will do if a 

person relapses, if you remember when you relapse, your body will feel so bad, you will have headaches. You have to steam the 

botanicals, find water and boil it and let them drink it, then you perform “hilot” on them afterward from head to toe. I also let them 

drink the extracts from the plants I use. (Alice) 

 

Sources of knowledge 

Faith is defined in so many ways, one of them being a power that is unexplainable, unmeasurable, and unpredictable, believing 

things will go your way despite all the facts against it. You cannot disprove the power of faith because miracles, especially those 

perfectly timed instances, do indeed happen, and there will be those particular moments when faith is the only thing you have left. We 

listened to what the participants, especially the so-called “Faith healers, manug- pakot, manug-bulong,” had to say about their practices, 

and they were eye-opening. Here are some of what we have gathered: 

“Te kay sa mga katigulangan sang una amo ma lang na ang tudlo nila mo nga, te amo ma lang dali dali mo kuha sa bukid to mo…” 

(Beth). (Because this is all that the older generation had taught us before) (Beth). 

“Number one ko na pag gamit sa pag pamulong, ang "mag lusod", pag pang- hadi, prayer gyapon, kay wala ko ya ga gamit luy-a 

mo, ang gina gamit ko ya pamangkot paagi sa akon gina gamit na bato, abir ano ka man, pwede ko i-pang husisa; masakiton ka, talent 

mo kawatan ka, pwede ko ma gamit akon bato, kun diin ka na ga panago. Ika-duha, ubuson ko anay sambit ang ngalan sng Diyos bago 

ko mag bulong sa isa ka masakiton, indi ko basta nga mag bulong kun wala ko na ka pangimuyo, tungod, wala ako tinapusan. Pero, 

cum laude ka man, testingan ta ka kun ang ga gwa sa ba-ba ko ma sarangan mo man sundon sa duha lang ka adlaw. Basta na ka 

pangadi lang ko. Kay kamo, indi kabalo na mismo ang ulan pwede mo ma bal-an. Ako ma kaya ko. Mismo, dugo sang kamot ko indi ko 

pag pa tulo tungod sa diyos kay kilanlan ko ang dugo, amo na ang akon kapangyarihan. Ano na klase sang sakit basta i-tugot na ma 

pa umpawan ko, kaya ko na, tatlo lang ka konsulta. Halimbawa, ang nagka sakit, kun kidney sa herbal ko mag pangita, katawag ko sa 

Diyos kun ano na herbal, pwede ko mag kwa sa babaw sang ugbos, pwede ko mag kwa sa gamot, o kun mag kwa ko sa tubi. Amo lang 

na ang gina pangayo sa iya. Te, mag contact na, pwede tsakto, mag tindog na "kiso" ang akon bato sa babaw sang baso nga naga 

higda, ang baso na ga higda, pero ang bato ma tindog. Sa akon pag inchindi, sa pag untat ko sang inom sa pito ka tuig, nakibot lang 

ko nga ga masakit ko, na pa-ayo ko akon kaugalingon sina na bato. Tungod, ka apat ko na gn haboy...ang last na pag haboy nag pa 

sipalad ko sang ina na bato gn bala ko gd sa tirador kag gn tiro da sa pispis baro, sa linaw mag tupa, pag abot sa mahal nga adlaw 

nag pa kita na ang bato, didto naman sa ibabaw. Pag abot di ang kwaresma, dira na ko na sang tao makita sa suba, na ga pa luto...paagi 

ka man litson o inasal, pa jamming-jamming da, daw gina blow out ko ang akon kaugalihon, pasalamat” (Dave).  

(The first thing I use to treat is “mag lusod,” to pray because I do not use ginger. What I use is my divine connection by asking the 

stone I use. For example, if you are suffering from an illness or a thief, I will use my stone to direct me to where you are hiding at that 

moment. Secondly, I call the name of God before I treat ill patients. I cannot just treat without praying because I have not achieved 

anything academically. However, even if you are a cum laude, it will be hard for you to speak what I can speak. As long as I pray… 

because ordinary people do not even know when it will rain, I am capable of that. I cannot even let my hand bleed because of God, and 

I need my blood. That is where my power is. Whatever illness is that as long as I believe I can treat it, I can… even with just three 

consultations. For example, for kidney diseases, I look for anything herbal. I call upon God what herbal I should look for in the 

mountains. You may get it from the roots or its juices. That is only what I ask from Him. He responds through my stone. The stone 

should stand by itself at the top of the reclined glass/cup. When I stopped drinking alcohol for seven years, I was surprised that I was 

ill, but I treated myself using that stone. I have thrown that stone away four times, but the last time I threw it, I used it as a bullet for 

“tirador” to shoot a bird. It was gone, but it showed up again during the holy week. That is why I put up a celebration every holy week 

to treat myself and as a thanksgiving) (Dave). 
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4.5.3.2 Conflicts in a Client’s Stand 

table 3. summary of conflicts in a client’s stand 

CLIENTS 

CATEGORY SELECTED CODES 

Why do they go to the 

practitioners? 

“Sang una daw waay ko na ga pati pero sang ato na bes nag pati ko kay inang waay siya bala 

nag ayo sa doktor sobra kami isa ka semana to sa kabankalan. Wala man gyapon nag ayo.. Wala 

nadula iya hilanat.. Ga liwat liwat man gyapon” “oo amo gd na diri sa bukid ah. kis-a mapa luy-a 

nay antis mapa hospital.” (I don’t believe in those things before but at that time I had to, because he 

did not get well with a medical doctor. We already spent a week in a hospital in Kabankalan and there 

was no improvement. His fever did not go away, the cycle just keeps repeating.) 

How do they treat 

symptoms at home? 

“Kung sa ubo ubo bala wala ko na sing ga gamit bulong. Ako nalang ga ubra.. Herbal lang gid 

ang ginagamit ko. kung gina sip-on ang bata kag kung kis-a gina ubo man, gina gamitan ko sang gna 

banyosan ko sang halimbawa sang artamisa, oregano. Ang oregano gina butang ko sa kalayo or suga 

na may gas wiskan asin na gamay dayon ibanyos sa iya nga likod kag dughan. gina sige sige ko, inang 

aga kag hapon, asta mag-ayo..” (If it’s just a simple cough I don’t use any medicine. I just make 

something herbal, that’s the only thing I use. If the children get colds and sometimes cough, I just 

apply some artamisa or oregano to their skin. I put the oregano in the fire or gas lamp, put in a pinch 

of salt, then apply it to the child’s pulmonary area and chest then continue every day, morning and 

afternoon until the child recovers.) 

“Ako naka ulcer ko sang una.. Nakabulig sa akon ang comprey to. ina daw sa Tabaco, lagaon na 

siya, amo na imnon mo serbi tubi”. (I had an ulcer before. What helped me was the comprey. It’s like 

tobacco, you boil it and the boiled water will be used as substituted for regular water.) 

Why do they prefer an 

herbal product? 

“Kung ako ya pagustohon mas okay pa ko ya sa herbal kay waay side effect sa lawas sang tawo. 

Ang herbal ya hindi siling kung ano ano gina kwan. Mga hilamon lang nga gina inom mo. Paminsara 

bala kung waay ka man sing kwarta te kinanglan herbal nlng gid unahon mo kay herbal ya mapangita 

mo lang na sa ratid ratid” (If it was only for me I’d be more okay with herbal medicine because it 

doesn’t have any side effect in a person’s body. Herbal medicine doesn’t only have to do with 

anything, it’s just grass you’re drinking. Think about it, if you don’t have enough money, you need to 

cling first to the herbal stuff)  
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How do they treat symptoms at home? 

table 4. summary of materia medica 

PLANT INDICATION SCIENTIFIC NAME PARTS 

USED 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE 

Mandalusa 

With Alibhon 

or Sambong 

Bath after 

childbirth  

Justicia Gendarussa Burm. 

F. (B) Blumea 

Balsamifera(L) Dc 

leaves Boil an equal proportion of bunlao and sambong leaves in enough water to 

produce decoction. Mothers: Add boiling decoction in one 'batya' of water until 

the mixture becomes lukewarm. 

Alibhon Cough  Sambong (Filipino); 

Blumea Camphor; Ngai 

Camphor (English) 

Leaves Cough: Boil a handful of top leaves in 3 glasses of water to produce 1 glass 

decoction.  

For Children: Drink 1/2 glass 3 x a day. Adults: Drink 1 glass 3 x a day. 

Artamisa Fever 

Headache 

Artemisia Vulgaris Leaves Crush the leaves and apply them to both temples and forehead. For All ages: As 

needed. 

Cobra Vine wounds, snake 

bites, stomach 

ache 

Ipomoea Nil Linn Seeds, 

Vine 

Pulverize 3 cobra vine seeds into fine coarse. A decoction may be considered for 

this and prepare 500 ml of water and 4-5 cobra vine leaves. Bring to a boil and 

serve. Decoction must be used. 4-5 cobra-vine leaves with 500 ml of water and 

bring it to a boil or as desired. Dosage 2-3 times a day or as desired 

Coconut Oil Sprain, 

toothache, body 

pains 

Cocos Nucifera Linn Fruit Extraction of the oil from the meat by heating it in a pan. ache. Massage 

coconut oil to sprain and drop-in 

the aching part of the tooth, when needed. 

Comprey Excessive 

menstrual flow, 

wounds, bruises, 

ulcers 

Symphytum Officinale Leaves, 

roots 

Wounds: Pound about 3-5 leaves and apply as a poultice on the affected part(s) 

All ages: As needed. 

Ulcer: Boil leaves in a cup of water to produce 1/2 cup decoction.Adults: Drink 

1/2 cup decoction 2-3x a day. 

Excessive menstrual flow: Boil a handful of roots in enough water to produce 

decoction. Adults: Drink 1 glass decoction 3 x a day. 

Dalugdog Stomachache  Caesalpinia Cristal. Seed Pound seeds. Soak in water overnight. All ages: Drink 1/2 glass infusion 4x a 

day. 

Hagonoy Flu, cough, 

runny nose, 

Chromolaena Odorata Leaves Apply crude extract directly on the wound or using a cotton bud. 

Kamoteng 

Kahoy 

Children's rashes  Manihot Esculenta Crantz Roots Dry chopped roots and dry under the sun. Pulverized chopped roots and apply to 

the affected part(s). Children: As needed. 

Kasla Headache  

Sprain 

Jatropha Curcas Leaves Headache: Apply fresh leaves on both temples and forehead.All ages: As 

needed. 
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 Sprain: Pound leaves and apply it as a poultice on the affected part(s). All ages: 

As needed. 

Katumbal Or 

Kotitot 

Cholera Capsicum Annuum Var. 

Annuum 

Leaves Mix young leaves on the menu every meal to avoid cholera. All ages: As 

needed. 

Lagundi Ulcer 

Cough 

Vitex Negundol Leaves Boil a handful of leaves in enough water to produce a decoction. All ages: Use 

the decoction in washing ulcerous wounds. 

Lapunaya Headache Plectranthus Scutellarioide Leaves Heat the leaves over live charcoal. Apply hot leaves to the forehead. All ages: 

As needed. 

Lomboy Diarrhea  

Diabetes 

 

Syzygium Cumin Ripe fruits 

seed 

Diarrhea: Collect ripe fruits. Make into syrup. Children: Take 1 tsp. every 3 

hrs. 

Diabetes: Pulverize 1 dried seed. Soak in a glass of water overnight. Adults: 

Drink the infusion every morning. 

Luy-A Rheumatism Zingiber Officinale Rhizome Pulverize the rhizome. Mix with coconut oil. Place in a bottle. Use the mixture 

in massaging the affected area(s). 

Adults: Massage before bedtime. 

Mais Urinary trouble Zea Maysl. Cob and 

hairs 

Boil a cob and a handful of hairs in enough water to produce 1 glass of 

decoction. Adults: Drink 1 glass of decoction every morning. 

Oregano Cough Plectranthus Amboinicus Leaves Pound a handful of leaves. Collect juice. Children: Take 1/2 tsp. 3x a day. 

Palagtiki Pasma sa gutom  Eleusine Leaves Pound the leaves. Collect the juice and rub it over the abdomen. All ages: As 

needed. 

Sambag Convulsion, 

indigestion 

Tamarindus indica Malasebo 

fruit 

Convulsion: Boil a handful of leaves in enough water to produce decoction. 

Children: Sponge the child with the decoction. 

Indigestion: Eat 3 'malasebo' fruits. Children and Adults: As needed. 
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a. Body Pain 

 In terms of body pain, Pauline has a concocted liniment made from kerosene, ginger, a stem of manunggal, salt, garlic, and 

cobra seed. She rubs this concoction on her leg when she experiences pain and paresthesia due to frequent walking. 

“Kanang ga herbal lang ko bala. Ang akon di subon. May ari ko di gani subong nga balanyos. Ako lang sini ga ubra ubra.. 

Inang luy-a na siya, gas, asin, kag ahos, kag manunggal. Inang mag biring akon tiil, kis-a kung gulang ka namian ka mag lakat 

lakat pakadto pakari bala, kung gab-i ga sakita na akon tiil. Amo lang ni banyos ko. Kaluy-an sang diyos pagkabwas wala na sakit. 

Wala na mabatyagan dayon” -(Pauline) (The liniment I use right now, I made it myself. It contains ginger, gasoline, salt, garlic, 

and manunggal. When I feel a tingling sensation in my feet, because when you get old you like to walk around, when night comes, 

my feet hurt. This is what I use and by God’s grace it doesn’t hurt anymore when tomorrow comes. I feel okay eventually) -(Pauline) 

 

b. Bruises, lacerations, and animal bites 

Pauline mentioned that uses cobra as a treatment for animal or insect bites. She once did this by simply applying a poultice to 

the wound with cobra leaf because her child was bitten by a dog in her hand and penis because of the belief that the cobra plant is 

a treatment for rabies. “Halimbawa bi ang nakagtan sang mga sapat, mga ido.. May bata gid to mo nakagtan sang ido diri sa kamot 

may ara man sa pisot.. Amo lang ni kubra lang gn hampol ko. Gn hampolan ko lang sang kubra . Dason gn butang ko sa pilas.. 

Kahuluyan nag ayo man daw siya” –(Pauline) (For example, when you get bitten by an animal, or a dog… there was once a child 

that was bitten by a dog in his hand and his genitals. I only used this cobra vine and applied it as a poultice over the bite wound. 

By God’s grace it was healed) –(Pauline) 

 

c. Bughat. 

 “Gapa hilot lang ko sang una sang gapamata pa ako. Halimbawa ga busong ko pito na kabulan, gapahilot ko sina.. Dayon 

antis ko mabata, gapa hilot ko liwat pero ina manug bata na ko. Pag oras na maligo ko, mapahilot ko na.” – (Lily) (I just get a 

massage during my childbirth years. For example, if I’m 7 months pregnant, I just get a massage, and then another massage when 

it’s time for me to give birth. After I give a bath, that’s when I get a massage) – (Lily) 

 

d. Cough and colds 

 Pauline uses artamisa and oregano to alleviate cough and runny nose by getting the leaves and flaming them in a fire or a 

kerosene lamp, then sprinkling them with salt and rubbing them on the chest and back of someone who is sick. She does this 2-3x a 

day until the sickness is gone.  “Kung sa ubo ubo bala wala ko na sing ga gamit bulong. Ako nalang ga ubra. Herbal lang gid ang 

ginagamit ko. kung gina sip-on ang bata kag kung kis-a gina ubo man, gina gamitan ko sang gna banyosan ko sang halimbawa 

sang artamisa, oregano. Ang oregano gina butang ko sa kalayo or suga na may gas wiskan asin na gamay dayon ibanyos sa iya 

nga likod kag dughan. gina sige sige ko, inang aga kag hapon, asta mag-ayo..” – (Pauline). (If it’s just a simple cough I don't use 

any medicine. I just make something herbal. That’s the only thing I use. If the children get colds and sometimes cough, I just apply 

some artamisa or oregano to their skin. I put the oregano in the fire or gas lamp, put in a pinch of salt then apply it to the child’s 

pulmonary area and chest then continue every day, morning and afternoon until the child recovers.)-(Pauline). 

 

e. Diarrhea and stomachache 

Pauline uses cobra seeds combined with string beans and rice grains, then crushing them and rubbing them on the abdomen to 

treat a bloated stomach. She also uses cobra seeds to treat the stomach pain of humans or animals such as chickens or pigs by 

crushing the seeds, soaking them in water, and drinking them. She also added; “Ari dalugdog oh, sa sakit tiyan, maka bulig man 

ni siya. Bukbokon mo siya, impon mo sa balatong kag bugas nga gamay, sugba mo ni sa kalayo kag ibanyos mo” – (Pauline) (This 

dalugdog, for stomach ache, this can help. You crush it, combine it with green gram beans and a small amount of rice, roast it in 

the fire and apply it in the skin) – (Pauline) 

 

f. Fever and headache 

 “Pero kung mga ano ano lang halimbawa mga sakit sang ulo, pwerte init sang bata ko, gina kuha ko na dahon katumbal.. Akon 

na siya e pabukalan kag pabugnawon kag ibutang sa ulo kag isibin siya.. Amo lang na gina himo ko sa mga bata ko sang una, 

subong gamit ko naman sa mga kabataan.. Alibhon? Kumuson ko sa tubig dayon piskan ko asin dayon isibin sa ila kwan.. Sibinan 

ko.. Kag ipa inom paracetamol man eh.” – (Pauline). (But if its just for anything, like for example, headache. One time my child’s 

temperature was so high, I immediately took some jalapenos, boiled them and cooled, then put it in the child’s forehead and for his 

halfbath. That’s what I do for my children back in the day. The sambong plant? I crush it in water and add a pinch of salt then use 

it as water for their spongebath, then let them take paracetamol)-(Pauline) 

 

g. Taas Kalamay (diabetes) 

 “Damo pa, ang naga tak-tak ang tudlo, ma pa ayo ko pa na...diabetes, ga ka upod, kaya ko pa na. Herbal man gyapon. Tapos 

ko siya pangamuyu-an, ang akon sina herbal na dakpon Sumpa Impante, bukbukon na siya, pagka tapos ihampol sa naga taktak 

na tudlo, ma pali na siya.” (Dave). (A lot more, I can treat diabetic patients with foot/hand ulcers or wounds. Still with herbal 

treatment. After praying over it, I get “sumpa impante” you grind it, then apply it to the wounded finger. It will heal through time) 

(Dave). 

 

h. Ulcer 

 She once used "compre" for her ulcer, a type or part of tobacco where it is boiled and served as water but only takes up 

"kompre"z5x a day. “Ako naka ulcer ko sang una.. Nakabulig sa akon ang comprey to.  ina daw sa Tabaco, lagaon na siya, amo 

na imnon mo serbi tubi” – (Pauline) (I had ulcer before. What helped me was the comprey. It’s like tobacco, you boil it and the 

boiled water will be drunk as a substitute for regular water.)  – (Pauline) 
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Why do they prefer herbal products? 

“Kung ako ya pagustohon mas okay pa ko ya sa herbal kay waay side effect sa lawas sang tawo. Ang herbal ya hindi siling 

kung ano ano gina kwan. Mga hilamon lang nga gina inom mo. Paminsara bala kung waay ka man sing kwarta te kinanglan herbal 

nlng gid unahon mo kay herbal ya mapangita mo lang na sa ratid ratid” – (Pauline) (If it was only for me I’d be more okay with 

the herbal medicine because it doesn’t have any side effect in a person’s body. Herbal medicine doesn’t only have to do with 

anything, it’s just grass you’re drinking. Think about it, if you don’t have enough money, you need to cling first to the herbal stuff) 

(Pauline) 
 

4.5.4 Conflicts with Living Situation 

 

a. Finding something out of nothing 
Life in the far-flung areas may not exactly form your ideal picture for a living situation, but surprisingly, simple was better. The 

participants had shared that: “Ah te kun kisa may puraot, kun kisa may ano man ah...daw ma ka penetensya ka man gamay. Amo na 

sa diri, kay wala ka man sang ano di, sang pangitaan sang insakto” (Charles). (Sometimes, you will have none, but other times you 

will also have something you have to sacrifice a little. That is how it is here because there are no stable means of living) (Charles). 

“Maka siling lang ko na safe di kay ngaa daw ka linong, wala man di gamo.” (Pauline) (I can say it is safe here because our 

place is quiet and away from chaos.) (Pauline). 

“Tawhay kay halimbawa wala ka ya gapang hilabot sang mga ano ano da na kontra ta kay imo salbarun pangabuhi mo man 

lang eh para sa akon, tawhay na na ya.” (Trish) (It is peaceful. I do not mind other people. I focus on saving my life, which, for me, 

makes it peaceful) (Trish). 

It cannot be all rays of sunshine and rainbows. Life in a secluded place will certainly test you. Being appreciative of what you 

have will always have its limits. The participants shared that: 

“Syempre ah kung kis-a may kakulanguan ka gd kag wala ka mahimo, syempre salbarun mo lang eh kay wala ka man 

dalaganan…” (Trish). (Of course, you lack things at times and cannot do anything about it. You try and find ways to cope because 

you have no choice) (Trish). 

“Kung sa pangabuhi man lang, pigado gid eh. Pero kis-a, daw maka survive lang man.” (Gail). (With life, we are destitute, but 

we are surviving) (Gail). 

 

4.5.5 Government Healthcare System Drawbacks 

 

a. Out of reach 

 The trouble of being a developing country, like the Philippines, has always been an old toxic friend with whom you have 

developed an understanding. Yes, the flaws are there, but it is not much you can do to change them yet. The participants interviewed 

were at the absolute peak of a third-world practice. The researchers asked their opinions, especially concerning a better system for 

health care from the government. Some had already accepted that help from the government just was not realistic at all and ceased 

trying, but others had still things to say: 

“Daw kung sa akon lang ya na paminsar ya nang parehos sina bi aton mga city health, ng mga ano bala centro, may centro 

man pero wala man permi bulong, una nga beses miski lupot lang kabataan bala sa parehos sina gamay pa lang bisan oresol wala 

man, teh tane miski amo na lang nga mga bagay bala nga mga bulong haw. Kulang gid ya kung sa aton gid nga kuwan, kulang gid 

eh” (Sofia). (For me, if you think about it, for example, in our city health, yes, we have one, but there are no available medicines 

there, for instance, if your child has loose stools, even oresol is not available there, so hopefully, they can address that even if it is 

just a tiny thing. Cause if you think about it, even that is not enough) (Sofia). 

“Kung isipon ta, makulangan ka gid ya eh kung hindi ka magbakas ya, makulangan ka gid ya… ang pangayuon ko para mag 

tawhay ang kabuhi.. Sa diin sa gobyerno? Kun amo na ya gru, depende na ya sa pagpamalakad sa kabilugan eh kay kung pwde na 

mapatawhay, te kita man ya maapektuhan ma tawhayan man eh” (Trish). (If we think of it, we cannot sustain our needs if we do 

not work harder. I could ask for a better life, but… from the government, it will depend on the government’s actions, collectively, 

because we will be affected somehow, and they are better at it, we can also have a better life) (Trish). 

 

b. The cost of a lifetime 

 It is no secret how money can influence even the most twisted decisions to happen, just as long as the consequences will not 

affect the decision-makers. The participants, however, had the full effect of those said decisions and had this to say: 

“Waay ko ga pa vaccine ya. Kun ma patay ka, patay ka gd na ya. Kay kun ma patay ka, isipa bala kun ma patay ka halimbawa 

ga kwan ga…subong gani, makadto ka sa hospital ma pa consulta ka, mag abot to, e swab ka, kag positive ka imo ya, ga ubo ka, 

sa Covid. Kay ako subong, kapila na ni ka tuig, lima ni ka tuig, waay man ni may patay haw. Te pag ka abot to, jutay lang ano 

chan mo, e quarantine ka na ya kay positive. Pag ka kwan na injectionan ka na guro indi amo ya, ma patay ka imo ya, pag ka patay, 

e cremate ka pa ya, patay ka na, e cremate ka pa, te budlay na ya, kwartahon ka gd sang gobyerno” (Victor). (I have never received 

a vaccine. If you die, then you die. For example, if you go to a hospital to get a consult, you are subjected to a swab test, and if 

you’re coughing, you’re positive for Covid. For me, it has been five years? Why hasn’t anyone died yet? So when you arrive there, 

even with mild symptoms like a stomach ache, you would be quarantined because you are already positive, and when you get 

injected with something that is not supposed to be injected, you die because of it they dare to cremate you afterward. You are 

already dead, and then they still have to cremate you. That is not easy. The government would make a profit out of you) (Victor). 

“Kung magpa doktor ka ya, wala ka kwarta, te halos di ka nila pagpaatubangon.. Amo na, pigado kami.. isa sa rason nga ka 

mahal… Kami ya daan pigado te kun pag batyag mo dutay, dalagan ka sa ospital, resitahan ya ka, te kung wala ka ya kwarta, di 

ka man gyapon ka bakal” (Trish). (If you seek a doctor’s consultation without any money, they will not entertain you. We are poor, 

and it is one of the reasons why we cannot afford it. Furthermore, as poor people who will get sick and run to the hospital, we will 

be given prescription medicines, but we cannot still afford them without any money) (Trish.). 
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The sad reality with having certain privileges, such as proper health care and health maintenance, is that people become 

somewhat ignorant. Society had developed this tendency to judge other people on their unorthodox lifestyles or choose alternative 

healing methods when in reality, this was barely a choice. This is the only available path for them to walk to. 

 

4.5.6 Thinking Outside the Box 

 

a. “Give a man a fish, and you feed him for a day. Teach a man how to fish, and you feed him for a lifetime.” 

Living and livelihood meant searching for a suitable source of income, getting your hands dirty, and sacrificing even the most 

necessities, only to survive day by day. A participant shared their means of livelihood and had this to say: 

“Sa akon pangabuhi subong, daw ok na man lang ko kay...bisan wala na ko ga hatag tiyempo sa pag uma, bale ang panguma 

ko, job-job nalang abe, tapos te kulang na ko sa panahon bala…sa pasyente, te kay gina tawgan ako sa kun diin na lugar.” (Dave). 

(With my current life, I am kind of okay with it. I may not have enough time to do farming, though it is just a side job, I can say. I 

mostly have no time for it because I usually get a call from my patients from different locations) (Dave). 

“Sa kabudlay lang budlay, pero kay te kung manghimakas ka lang ma survive man.” (Beth). (It’s beyond difficult, but if you 

work hard, you can still survive somehow) (Beth). 

Several participants shared that farming is their only source of livelihood since they have a limited educational background. 

Thus, it is the only job they have access to; 

“Panguma lang gid, waay na iban.” (Veronica). (Farming, that’s it. Nothing else) (Veronica). 

“Wala man sang opisina, farmer lang gid. Ato to akon balay sa uma. Mga hinablos ko lang na di, nag kadto lang ko di.” 

(Charles). (No office work, just farming. My house is located on the farm itself. My nieces and nephews are the ones that are staying 

here. I just came here) (Charles). 

“Ano e tanom tanom, talamnan, tubo.” (Lily). (Just farming, ricefields, sugarcane) (Lily). 

“Panguma, pang tapas tubo.” (Christine). (Farming, harvesting sugarcane) (Christine). 

 

b. We choose what is available 

A distinctive feature of humanity is that we can adapt to certain situations and places better than any other living animal species. 

We use things based on their availability and seek alternatives to what is missing despite its lack of research and quality because 

something is better than nothing and they had this to say: 

“Kay suno man sa nabal-an ko ah.. Kay ang iban ga agi sa botika, ga ayo man. Kon bagay sa.. sa ano ni, sa iban ga ayo man. 

Kung diin da ang maayo amo na ang aton tumanon eh kay kinanlanon mag ayo, di bala? Kung sa diin ka mag ayo, kung sa botika 

ka, te amo na padayunon mo” (Trish). (From what I know, other people that seek pharmaceutical drugs become healed. If things 

seem better there, that is what we will take) (Trish). 

“Te kung madala ma lang sa herbal, herbalon na lang kay madali lang pero kung ma depensahan lang sa sa amo na sa herbal 

anay, tapos mapa doctor gid kame ya” (Sofia). (If herbal medicine could work in that case, we’ll stick with the herbal because it is 

convenient. If things go wrong, we will seek a doctor) (Sofia). 

“Kung daw hindi na gid naton malikawan or makaya, te syempre amo man gid na aton himuon. Kung daw makaya lang man 

naton, pwede lang madala sa herbal herbal lang ta, mayo man, ma ampawan lang man” (Lily). (If we cannot truly handle the 

illness, that is what we will do, but if we can handle it, we seek herbal medicine) (Lily). 

“…Kay kung hindi madala sa herbal gina dala sa doktor” (Pauline). (The time herbal medicine can’t solve the problem, that’s 

the time we seek a doctor) (Pauline). 

A lot of the basic needs and necessities that individuals, at times, take for granted in this so-called "modern world" are already 

considered a luxury to the people in far-flung areas, like modern healthcare, for example, becoming the last and final option if things 

were uneventfully spiral out of control. Making use of current resources is all that's practically left for some people. 

 

4.5.7 The Last Resort 

 

a. Giving in to the power of faith 

 The mystery, power, and the events that transpired with faith and miracles had dated back to even before any form of medicine 

was available. Allow me to create a simple scenario; You, a mortal, gave a life of poverty and isolation. The odds of having better 

opportunities are entirely against you and seem almost impossible for any good to come out of anything. What is there left to do? 

You give faith a chance. An introductory lesson taught to us in Christianity is that as the world gets dimmer and darker by the 

minute, your faith gets more potent in proportion. Faith is all that's left. Are some of our participants had this to say: 

“Ara lang, pangamuyo, pangamuyo lang gid sa Ginoo. Daw nag abot ma lang na di sa akon” (Sofia). (Prayer, just praying to 

God. It just arrived to me) (Sofia). 

“Antis ko mag pa-bata, ga hambal man ko nga “Diyos ko buligi ko indi man ko pag pabay-e kay ini ang gina himo ko para sa 

kabuhi niya”, amo lang man na” (Amy). (Before I assist in childbirth, I say to God, “Please help me, God. Don’t forsake me for 

what I am doing is for the life of this person.” That’s it) (Amy). 

When asked about their challenges as faith-healers and how they handle failed results of their treatments to their patients, a 

faith-healer responded; 

“May ara eh kay man ara sina nga daw kulang sa pag tuo mo bala, kulang ang pag salig sa Ginoo… Na indi gid sa mag effect 

eh, nga daw wala gid bala sa ila, na tudloan mo sila sang amo sini hu, ma gamit sa sang amo sini, bisan dahon lang ka sambag 

ang pamaagi, ngaa nga indi mo mana siling ko gina bakal ang katamad mo lang na, ah teh kundi waay ga ayo, kay waay sa ga 

ano, ga tuo” (Sofia). (There is because there are times that you lack faith in God. It will not work if that is the case. You teach them 

things like using certain things, even plants to use. Why won’t they trust it? You do not even have to buy it, and people are lazy) 

(Sofia). 
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b. It worked for me 

 

People say that choice is the purest expression of free will because it allows us to shape our life the way we want them to be, 

but to some, having the freedom to choose is a mere privilege. Some communities in the far-flung areas might feel robbed of their 

rights to choose to have better access to health care services. So they cling to the traditional way of medicine passed on to them by 

their elders because why would you go out of your way if what you already have works, this was attested by some of the participants. 

When asked where would they bring their child if it got fractured, a participant responded: 

“Kung daw makaya lang man naton, pwede lang madala sa herbal herbal lang ta, mayo man, maumpawan lang man…mga 

artemisa, amo lang ma na…mag hilanat ka bala, te amo lang na inyo ibanyos sa agtang..Ang dahon imo halaguhon, paagyan sa 

kalayo bala. Tapos kumuson mo kag ibanyos sa imo lawas… artemisa epektibo gid na siya” (Lily). (If you can still handle it and it 

can be managed using herbal, that is good because you will be just fine. I will use artemisa. You will rub it on your forehead when 

you have a fever. You have to burn the leaves, expose them to heat, then crumble them using your hands and rub them all over your 

body. Artemisa is very effective) (Lily). 

When asked where would they bring their child if it got fractured, a participant responded 

“Gina p.a hilot lang…naga ayo lang man, kay layo man ospital” –(Veronica). (The child would just be brought to the 

therapist/manug hilot to be massaged/hilot, and the child will be delicate since the hospital is far) (Veronica). 

However, there are conflicting views pointed out by others who are leaning toward a more modern practice of medicine, who, 

despite the lack of resources, pursue their right to choose better health services because this is what works for them. The polarity of 

choices is presented by what the participants shared: 

“Kung butod tiyan bulong gid na ya bakal gid…sang una ya eh nga mga kuwan daw madala ma lang mga bata sa banyos-

banyos subong ya indi na. Kay te mga bata subong na kuwan sa immune mo, sang una ya mga bata ko, duwa lang na ka bata ko 

na tapos immune, kay sang una daw wala man immune immune” (Beth). (If it is a gassy stomach, we will buy medicine; for my 

children, it was manageable by rubbing herbal oils or ointments, but now it is not. Especially now that we need to have our kids 

immunized, only two of my children are immunized because we did not have that before) (Beth). 

“Padoctor kami…gainom lang bulong, paracetamol. Waay kami ga herbal, ang akon mga bata espeyal no, ga bakal lang ko 

bulong gina pacheck up sa doctor” (Christine). (We would see a doctor. We would drink medicine like paracetamol. We do not 

drink herbal medicine. Since my children are unique, we would buy medicine and consult with a doctor) (Christine). 

 

c. “When all else fails, you just have to leave it to fate” 

 It did not work out? It was not meant to be. The thing you want does not come? Hold on, and there is something better coming. 

Death and loss? It was their time. They have served their purpose in your life. “Everything happens for a reason” and “What has 

meant to be will be” were statements the participants had commonly believed in, which made sense considering there is just so 

much that can be done given their limited resources. The researchers asked the participants about their ways to help themselves, 

their loved ones, and the people around them; and what to leave to destiny: 

“Te anhon ta na, wala naman ta may mahimo, kung gusto na matabo sang Ginoo, wala na ta mahimo” (Tina). (If that is what 

God wants to happen, then we cannot do anything about it) (Tina). 

“Dapat gapangamuyo gid ko sa sikreto lang sa akon tagi-pusuon kag sa huna-huna, nga indi ko pag pabay-an, nga iya ko 

tabangan, nga amo na bala, mag pa bata ko, nga amo sina, nga daw indi ya ko pag pabudlayan bala… Ginoo na lang ang bahala” 

(Tina). (I pray in secret for my heart and thoughts, that God won’t forsake me, that He will help me. I pmodernray that when I assist 

in childbirth, He won’t make things difficult for me. I leave it all to God) (Tina). 

 

DISCUSSION 

This research aimed to access the knowledge of the population through interviews and participant observation and also to gain 

insights and understand cultural themes that emerge from this group who chose to practice indigenous health rituals in GIDA. 

Utilizing a qualitative, rapid focused ethnographic methodology, the researchers aimed to actively engage with the selected 

participants in Brgy. Locotan and learn about their cultural experiences regarding their indigenous health rituals. Of particular 

interest were practitioners’ methods in doing the diagnosis, treatment, and post-consultation instructions as well as the clients’ 

insights regarding their reason why they go to these practitioners, methods of treatment at home, and preference for indigenous 

health practices, and herbal products. 

 The research findings presented in the next part of this paper resulted from the analysis of the 15 semi-structured, in-depth 

interviews conducted with selected residents of Barangay Locotan, Kabankalan City, Negros Occidental, and a consensus discussion 

on the analyzed data between the researchers.  

The practices of alternative medicine in our selected area of Locotan, Kabankalan City, possess the common denominator in 

that it is highly recognized to be the primary source method of healing, particularly in what the participants claim as non-emergency 

cases, specifically; cough spells, flu-like illnesses, mild body pains, up to the extent of treating symptoms of diabetes and bone 

fractures. indigenous health practices became the primary source of healing in that it was said repeatedly that modern medicine is 

simply inaccessible, expensive, and irrationally inconvenient for the participants to consider. In contrast, indigenous health 

practitioners such as albularyos, folk healers, or manghihilot would willingly accept any gratitude or payment that their patients can 

provide. It was claimed repeatedly by the participants that indigenous health practices had been able to produce the same result as 

modern medicine. 

To some extent, IHP was claimed to be better mainly because of its “naturality” in contrast to the developments of modern 

medicine, which may at times become synthetic in some forms. People's expanding understanding of herbal plants has likely led to 

their use as both a cure and a preventative measure. Strong culture and ingrained ideas impact herbal medicine use in any given 

location, and they represent a prevalent culture or economic situation in which a healthcare system is absent or non-existent. TM 

practitioners include manghihilot (or bonesetter or partera), albularyo (herbalist), mangtatawas (diagnostician, user of potassium 

alum), and faith healers or espiritista in most Filipino languages and are more prevalent in the rural areas. They are part of the 

country's history. They are neither "part of traditional medicine" nor "completely incorporated into the prevailing healthcare 

system." Hilot, the Tagalog term for massage, is the root word for manghihilot. They usually realign misaligned bones, attend to 
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baby deliveries, massage sprains, and remove air or cold from the bodies of infants. Hilot and medicinal plants are now employed 

in spas and wellness centers. The albularyo uses herbal medicines. The word albularyo, a variation of albularyo, derives from the 

Spanish word herbolario, meaning herbalist. The use of herbal medicines and supplements is an old tradition, and some were already 

approved in 2003 by the Department of Health (DOH) to have scientifically proven medicinal uses. The DOH, through its TM 

program, promotes locally produced herbs such as ampalaya or bitter gourd (Momordica charantia), lagundi or five-leaved chaste 

tree (Vitex negundo.), niyog-niyogan or Chinese honeysuckle (Combretum Indicum), sambong (Blumea balsamifera), tsaang-gubat 

(Carmona retusa), yerba buena (Mentha x cordifolia), ulasimang bato (Peperomia pellucida), bayabas or guava (Psidium guajava), 

bawang or garlic (Allium sativum), and akapulko or ringworm bush (Senna alata). The mangtatawas usually diagnoses ailments 

using potassium alum, candles, eggs, and others. They are the recognized diagnosticians in the community to find out the source of 

illness and would refer the sick to the herbolario for what kinds of herbal medicines to use (Ladia et al., 2018).  

Indigenous health practices and medicine’s credibility stems from the fact that it predates contemporary medicine, dating back 

to the ancient Sumerians 5,000 years ago, and is based on our forefathers' direct knowledge of the use of plants as medicine. For 

the longest time, this unconventional approach to healthcare has been one of the most controversial medical issues that unfortunately 

remains barely explored to date, especially with the advent of technological advancements. Thus, widespread misconceptions and, 

as a result, a lack of knowledge are said to occur for this precise reason. The fact that we don't know why it's so popular with its 

clients is a compelling case for why this topic demands immediate attention and research. These worries have sparked a genuine 

desire to close the gap, not just for customers and producers but also for the benefit of curious minds. More importantly, this research 

helps health professionals better understand folk medicine and its people, allowing them to provide a more holistic treatment 

strategy. A physician's efforts to guide a patient's desire to combine folk medicine and western medicine can help bridge 

communication gaps by providing opportunities for open-minded health education, establishing trust, and improving doctor-patient 

relationships, all of which can lead to better treatment outcomes and overall patient experience (Rondilla et al., 2021). 

 

CONCLUSION 

A community that is indigent, far-flung, and isolated will, in proportion, breed-specific difficulties with access to almost every 

form of assistance from the reaches of modern healthcare and the government. Furthermore, the modern healthcare system has 

grown exponentially from its simplicity. It has become this advanced institution for detecting and curing illnesses in the most 

effective way possible and is based thoroughly on evidence-based research. However, this would mean that the price and cost of 

the system have, as well, grown.  

The art and practice of indigenous health practices is a well-preserved custom based on beliefs, theories, and the acquired 

experiences of the people before it. The community in Locotan, Kabankalan City, is a formed independent group that survives by 

seeking alternatives daily in acquiring even the most basic needs and necessities that the so-called “modern world” takes for granted 

at times. Indigenous health practices, as some would call it, is a unique and diverse healthcare approach in incorporating theories, 

beliefs, and experiences indigenous to different cultures employing plant, mineral-based, manual techniques, spiritual or folk-based 

healing applied singly or in a combination to treat, maintain, as well as to diagnose or prevent illness. 

The traditional Filipino approach to health and medicine takes on a more holistic view, taking into account not just the physical 

but as well as mental, emotional, spiritual, and even environmental state of an individual. Though documentation of healing 

practices was only recorded at the start of Spanish colonization native Filipinos have already established the culture of healing and 

folk medicine early on, which was maintained by babaylans or shamans, they also ensured that everyone received health care. The 

existence of indigenous health practices and folk medicines in the modern world goes beyond cultural preservation, for some access 

to modern medicine is just not easy. In the Philippines, substantial variations in health services and outcomes continue, and the 

country faces significant challenges arising from its geography, income distribution, and susceptibility to natural disasters (Hodge, 

et al. 2016). According to DOH, Geographically Isolated and Disadvantaged Areas (GIDA) are barangays that are specifically 

disadvantaged due to the presence of both physical and socio-economic factors. Collado in 2019 identified the challenges in public 

health facilities and services of Jomalig Island in Quezon Province which is also identified as GIDA, it was noted that there is a 

deficiency in both the facilities and services as well as the reliance on “faith healers” of people in the community. Same problems 

are identified in Barangay Locotan, though there's an effort from the local government to build a health center in the area they are 

still lacking better health equipment and health service providers which made the people rely more on indigenous health 

practitioners and herbals.  

Indigenous healing practices in the Philippines are varied and diverse, for it reflects the Filipino psyche that includes its culture, 

folklore, religion, and superstitions alongside saints and mythological creatures (Rebuya, et al. 2020). We would commonly hear 

the words like “hilot”, “tawas”, “albularyo” and faith healers when we talk about the indigenous practice of medicine in the 

Philippines. Like any other place in the Philippines that subscribes to indigenous health practices, in Barangay Locotan some people 

would rely on their resident “manghihilot” or “paltera”, a local term, to assess bone realignment or in attending child delivery and 

while “albularyo” with a local term of “surhano” is known as the general practitioner is sought for more diverse reasons such as 

marriage counselor, an obstetrician, pediatrician, family doctor, herbalist, myotherapist, chiropractor, aromatherapist, magnetic 

healer, acupressurist, a mystic and as an exorcist (Fajardo). With the abundance of herbal trees and plants, indigenous health 

practitioners, as well as ordinary residents in Barangay Locotan, would mix concoctions to remedy certain pains and illnesses. 

According to Rondilla, et al. in 2021, the acquisition of herbal or folk medicines is attributed to satisfaction from prior experience 

and its effect to alleviate health concerns, some residents of Barangay Locotan attested to the effectivity of using herbals for minor 

concerns while still being open to seeking for pharmacologic regimen when needed.  

A concept of balance or “timbang” in the indigenous health practice, health is thought to be a result of balance (ESM, n.d). Not 

just a balance in the physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, and environmental influences towards the individual but as well as a 

balance in their perspective of indigenous health practice and modern medicine. Though the existing health care system established 

by the government does not allow these people to consider modern medicine as an option. Some of the residents in Barangay 

Locotan shared that besides their faith in God and that He will guide them to healing, add the fact that indigenous health practices 

work for them in the past, their limited resources and difficulty to access better health facilities and services made them rely more 

on the indigenous health practices and if this does not work in their favor as well, they just leave it to fate.  
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As future medical practitioners, we should not allow this is the fate of the sick poor Filipino people, we need to restore people’s 

faith in our health care system and lobby for the government to create pro-poor health programs. For health institutions, private or 

public, and medical practitioners to provide health services regardless of socio-economic status. There is a need to eradicate wealth-

based disparities in the utilization of health facilities and services. Though it is not an easy journey, it is also not an impossible feat. 
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